Integrated Services Digital Networks (ISDN) is an end-to-end digital telecommunications network providing the capability to transmit voice, data, facsimile, telemetry, s i g " g , and slow motion video. It provides a basic rate interface, 2B+D (2B for 2 bearer channels of 64 Kbps each and D for delta channel of 16 Kbps).
I. INTRODUCTION
The number of applications that can be supported by the TeleCommunication Networks are endless. We categorize some of the applications that can also be supported by ISDN as follows:
Teleconferencing -Teleconferencing is a method by which images of individuals, at different locations in the world can simultaneously transmit voice and data to each other. High bandwidth of ISDN supports Teleconferencing.
TeleFinancing -Services such as telebanking, teleaccounting will be provided at homes through ISDN.
TeleMedicine -Doctors will provide online outpatient monitoring at homes and surgeons will transmit 3-D pictures to
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In specialists throughout the world while they are performing surgery.
Telecommuting -Telecommuting will allow individuals to work at home, without going to the office. TeleControl-is the ability to automatically control remote device at different locations. Before a person leaves work, he could call his home and turn odoff the air conditioner or the heater.
TelePolling -It is the ability to poll several devices fiom a distance. Remote video surveillance of security cameras located in different buildings from a central control room is one such example.
TeleMonitoring -The term TeleMonitoring is the ability to monitor the data generated in real-time at remote locations. Monitoring of utility meters, burglar alarms or fire detectors fiom a remote location are few examples.
this work, the support of ISDN to TeleControl, TelePolling -&d TeleMonitoring applications is discussed in detail, with high level and protocol level scenarios and an implementation model has been developed. Implicit and Explicit User-to-User Signaling on the D-Channel has been explored to support the above applications.
II. USER-TO-USER SIGNALING
Implicit User-to-User Signaling
In the SETUP, CONNECT, DISCONNECT, RELEASE, ALERTING and RELEASE COMPLETE messages there is a USER-to-USER information field. The purpose of this field is to convey information between ISDN users. This information is not interpreted by the network, but rather is carried transparently and delivered to the remote user(s). The User-to-User information element has network dependent size ' 0-7803-4314-X/98/$10.00 01998 IEEE of 35 or 13 1 octets. The user information is structured according to user needs. This is called Implicit User-toUser signaling as these messages are primarily used to establish circuit mode connection, but implicitly deliver information fiom one user to the other, keeping the network transparent. The application triggers the 4.931 entity to initiate connection establishment with the customer's computer. The request for meter reading goes as part of connection establishment request. The application at the Customer's computer inserts the meter readings in the acknowledgment for the connection establishment, sent by the 4.93 1 entity at the Customer's computer.
Explicit User-to-User
In the Figure 2 below, an application residing on the ISDN switch is maintaining the database of customers phone numbers and the meter readings. The application on the switch gets the meter readings fiom the customers computer through the connection establishment process as in the previous case. Once it has all the meter readmgs, it forwards them to the Utility Meter reading company computer by the connection establishment process. 
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VI. CONCLUSION
The higher bandwidth, fast call set up time and higher data rates provided by ISDN makes it suitable for realtime applications at homes and small businesses. The higher bandwidth is particularly appropriate for transferring of images and sound, which would be too slow over normal telephone line. The analysis of ISDN protocols and the testing framework proves that the protocols can be explored to support more and more real time applications.
